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iOS 4 in Action: Examples and Solutions for iPhone & iPadManning Publications, 2011

	When I started playing with the first-generation iPhone back in 2008, I was amazed by
	the simplicity and versatility of the smart phone. With the iPhone in hand, I could
	take pictures, navigate with GPS, tell time, and of course, play games—especially when
	I was bored while waiting in line at the DMV for my license plate....


		

Learning Cocoa with Objective-C: Developing for the Mac and iOS App StoresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up to speed on Cocoa and Objective-C, and start developing applications on the iOS and OS X platforms. If you don’t have experience with Apple’s developer tools, no problem! From object-oriented programming to storing app data in iCloud, the fourth edition of this book covers everything you need to build apps for the...



		

Developing Enterprise iOS Applications: iPhone and iPad Apps for Companies and OrganizationsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you plan to develop iOS applications in a corporate setting—for internal consumption or for sale to end users—you need to read this book. Veteran developer James Turner shares best practices and lessons learned from his recent on-the-ground experience planning, building, and shipping an iOS application in an enterprise...







		

Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...


		

iPhone SDK Programming, A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop your own iPhone applications
Ideal for non-Mac programmers, this introductory guide shows developers how to create applications for the world's most popular smart phone. You will learn how to use a modified version of the Mac development environment, the Objective-C programming...


		

Programming iOS 6O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get a solid grounding in all the fundamentals of Cocoa Touch, and avoid problems during iPhone and iPad app development. With this revised and expanded edition, you’ll dig into Cocoa and learn how to work effectively with Objective-C and Xcode. This book covers iOS 6 in a rigorous, orderly fashion—ideal whether...







		

Learning ObjectiveC by Developing iPhone GamesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage Xcode and ObjectiveC to develop iPhone games


	About This Book

	
		Get started with the Xcode development environment
	
		Dive deep into programming with Objective-C
	
		A practical and engaging tutorial to create vintage games such as Space Invaders and Galaga


...


		

Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...



		

Learn Computer Science with Swift: Computation Concepts, Programming Paradigms, Data Management, and Modern Component Architectures with Swift and PlaygroundsApress, 2017

	
		Master the basics of solving logic puzzles, and creating algorithms using Swift on Apple platforms. This book is based on the curriculum currently being used in common computer classes. You’ll learn to automate algorithmic processes that scale using Swift in the context of iOS, macOS, tvOS, and watchOS.

	
		Begin by...







		

Swift EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get up and running lightning fast with this practical guide to building applications with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Rapidly learn how to program Apple's newest programming language, Swift, from the basics through to working applications
	
		Create graphical iOS applications using Xcode and...



		

Mastering Xcode 4: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is an intermediate-level introduction to Xcode 4, Apple’s integrated

	development environment. It assumes you have some development experience

	and are familiar with the Cocoa API. It won’t teach you how to write code or much

	at all about Cocoa. There are other books for that. This one is strictly focused on...

		

Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2018

	
		Learn Objective-C and its latest release, and learn how to mix Swift with it. You have a great idea for an app, but how do you bring it to fruition? With Objective-C, the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps. 

	
		Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to use...
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